BALANCE | WALL LIGHTING | BLACK
2010121003
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Voltage (V): 230 Volt
IP degree if the fixture includes
two types of IP degree: IP20
Class (Class I, Class II, Class III):
Class 2 (Double isolated)
Lampholder type (eg, E27/E14,
etc): LED Module
Dimmerable: True
Switch placement: On the cable
Primary material: Metal
Secondary material: Acrylic
Color of the cable: Black
Length of the cable (cm): 150
Is the cable replaceable: False

Color: Black
Height (cm): 31
Width (cm): 30
Tube Diameter (cm): 1.3
Shade Diameter (cm): 30
Projection (cm): 50
Tilt Angle (°): 136
EAN: 5704924001284
TUN: 2100497
Item Number: 2010121003
Pcs Per Master Carton: 2

Sales Box Height (cm): 27
Sales Box Width(cm): 27
Sales Box Depth (cm): 53
Sales Box Volume m³ : 0.0386
Net weight of the luminiare (kg):
1.5
Useful Lumen (lm): 1200
Color Temperature (K): 2700
Ra-value : 80
Lifetime (h): 30000
Spread Angle (°) (beam angle of
luminaire): 120
Candela (cd) (for directional
lamp only): 0
Energy Class: F

• Minimalistic design • 1200 Lumen with 3 step dimming from cable switch
• Adjustable up/down and to both sides • Scandinavian minimalistic design

Simplicity, minimalism and functionality characterize the Balance series. The clean lines, round shapes and matte black metal
contributes to an elegant expression with associations to the stylish Nordic decor. The light spreads beautifully throughout the
screen with an even glare-free light, and furthermore the Balance series is equipped with a built-in step dimming function,
allowing you to adjust the light from your regular wall switch.
Balance is a wall lamp with many applications. Functionality is carefully considered in the design, where the height of the lamp
can be adjusted and also both sides. Thus, resulting in a lamp that can be used
both as a regular wall lamp and a wall-mounted
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floor lamp.

